political means vital”

Kuwait’s Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al- \njarah expressed his hopes Wednesday that the \nSyrian conflict would end this year and that he \naffirmed the necessity of mobilizing \ninternational efforts to continue fighting \nterrorism, Al-Hajraf affirmed the necessity of mobilizing \nto the conference on combating \nfinancing extremism and organized crime.

In a statement to KUNA, on the sidelines of his par- \nKuwaiti experiences instead of being \nother countries will pay. — here he means the Gulf states — must \nthe economic activities started revolv- \nto die due to medical malpractices without \nhave perhaps lacked in taking deterrent \nsequently reduced by half, which put the \npeople, and the Turkish \nwill be of the main influences in the \nAl-Hajraf reaffirmed Kuwait’s full commitment to \nand other the Americans stay in \nAl-Hajraf reaffirmed the necessity of mobilizing \nimmediate effect, the General Secretariat of \nten or those states which are involved in spending \nand the early retirement law represents \nbers to a future \nand the Turkish \nWe always talk about the prestige of \nWael Al-Hassawi

Kuwait keen to fight terror

Finnin attends confab

PARIS, April 26, (KUNA): Minister of Finance Nayef Al-Hajraf reiterated Ku- \nAl-Hajraf confirmed that the country was spared \nmetallic in the world, and has been one of the pre- \nother and after that the Americans step in \nKuwait slumped further in press freedom rankings by drop- \nemissions according to Commercial Regis- \nagainst those incidents, “Our country is one of the few that when they were young, they entered Kuwait military, to seek a better life in the Gulf and to be a part of Kuwaiti society. Kuwaiti Dinar. The \nthe fast pace has cost the country \nwere replaced by expatriates in state \nto the hospital to talk. In the case of such incidents, we must decide the fate of their country. \nthe Mediterranean coast.
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“Some leaders see US policy as safety valve”

Great sports potentials passes away at age 68
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